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PAKISTAN

NOT A
WOMAN OR GIRL CHILD
FRIENDLY COUNTRY
MEN CAN HAVE MANY WIVES
EVEN MARRIED TO GIRL CHILD
TRADITION
LABOUR
GIRL CHILD LABOUR
NO PROTECTION
VICTIMS OF REVENGE

MULTAN: These old men, all above 70, are among 10 members of a family detained in a fake murder case at Qudirpur Rawan. During their detention, their rivals raided their house and gang-raped their girl.—Dawn

Policemen misusing powers to escape punishment
WITH THESE SOCIAL INJUSTICES

Will she be ever able to have proper OBGY care?
MATERNAL DEATH
GENITAL TRACT FISTULA
RUPTURE UTERUS / ECTOPIC PREGNANCY
MASSIVE PROLAPSE UTERUS
PRIMITIVE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM FOR WOMEN IN LABOUR
ROLE OF NGOs /CIVIL SOCIETY/ AUTONOMOUS AGENCIES

- Pakistan Medical Association
- Society of Obstetricians and Gynecology Pakistan
- Donor Agencies working on Reproductive Health
- Civil Societies
- Autonomous Agencies like PMDC and PNC
OUTREACH
SURGICAL CAMPS
OUTREACH SURGICAL CAMPS
OUTREACH
SURGICAL
CAMPS
OUTREACH SURGICAL CAMPS
OUTREACH SURGICAL CAMPS
4263 Surgeries conducted

- SHADAD PURE
- HYDERABAD
- KANDYARO
- NAWAB SHAH
- TANDO MOHD KHAN
- THRI MEER WAH
- MIR PURE KHAS
- KHAN PURE
- RAHEEM YAR KAHAN
- JACOB ABAD
- LORA LIE
- KHANEWAL
- DERA MURAD JAMALI
- MULTAN
- LARKANA
- NANGARPARKAR
- SIBI
- TURBUT
- SUKKUR
- MASTONG
- UMER KOT
- ROHRI
- BELA
- KHUZDAR
- MITTHI
- MUZZAFAR ABD
- QUETTA
- BADIN
- MASEHRA
- Peshawar
- Abbottabad
- JEHLUM
- MIRPURSAKHRO
- HALANI
- HINGORJA
- DADU
- ASKARDO
- GILGIT
- DI KHAN
- KT BUNDER
- MEHRAB PURE
- DUNYA ABDAD
- KHUPLO
- MULAN
- FAISALABAD
- HUB
- MIRPURMATHELO
- TANDO ALLAH YAR
- BHIT SHAH
- GAWADAR
HOPE FOR IMPROVEMENT
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Health Minister Sindh
“Women are not dying because of diseases we cannot treat. They are dying because society has yet to make the decision that their lives are worth saving”
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